
Supporting devices to hold the Olympic Torch １

This type can be used with wheelchairs that meet the following requirements:

■ A metal straight pipe with the length of 23cm or longer should be installed near the footrest of a wheelchair.
■ The pipe must be cylinder type with a diameter between 22mm and 29mm.
■ The pipe at the mounting position should be vertical shape (no extreme inclination).
■ Nothing obstructs the attachment or torch in the upper part of the mounting position.

* If your wheelchair does not meet the requirements mentioned above, we may be able to install the supporting device. Feel free to 
contact us at the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Torchbearers Office.

1.  Supporting device (Wheelchair ver.)

The shoulder type is for people who have some kind of difficulties in the upper limb, those who cannot hold the torch with their own hands 
in order to use a cane or a walker, etc. This supporting device has been developed for those who want to strongly feel that they carry the 
torch with their body.

■ The shoulder type is also available for wheelchair users.
■ Depending on the physical condition of a torchbearer, the shoulder type device may not be used for their safety.

2. Supporting device (Shoulder ver.)

23cm or 
longer

Diameter between 
22mm and 29mm

■ The Torch Relay operation staff will put and remove the supporting devices.
■ The use of these two supporting devices above is not required for wheelchair users to participate in the Olympic Torch Relay. For 

example, a  torchbearer him/herself can participate in the relay by holding a torch with both hands while a pre-registered escort is 
helping with his/her wheelchair.

■ As for the equipment to hold and transport the torch, for safety reasons, you are not allowed to use any other pieces of equipments 
other than those provided by the Tokyo 2020 Organising Committee, as a general rule.

■ Since the supporting devices shown in the above photos are under development, the actual devices may differ in color and other 
specifications from those in the images.

■ If you have any questions or concerns about participating in the Torch Relay using the supporting devices, please contact the Tokyo 2020 
Olympic Torchbearers Office.

3.  Remarks


